Ace those exams and see you in the fall.
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Dr. Nicholas Barker:
evidence of a
a life
B y CHARLOTTE
C harlotte OKIE
O k ie
BY
Peruse Dr. Nick Barker's
Barker’s Vita
Vita
on the faculty page of
o f the school
website, and you’ll
you'll find that the
"personal"
“personal” portion is limited to
three lines, compared to more
than a page of
o f educational and
professional accomplishments. Yet
the Covenant English professor is
one of
o f the most personable people
on campus. Since he is retiring in
a week and a half-graduating
half—graduating
onto better things, if you willwill—
the time is ripe to take a peek at
this man and give honor where
honor is due.

A millennium
millennium later
/,ater
A villein
the land
vill,ei,n plowing
plowi.ng the
Ian~ wondering
wondering
rusty
at rotten
rotten rusry
Spears
an ancient irifantry
infantry
Spears hurled by
by an
Whose cause no one remembered;
remembered; he
Whose
Thwacked
Thwacked an
an empty
empty helmet
With his hoe.
With
(“Archeology”)
(''Archeology")
Nicholas P. Barker was
born in St. Louis, Missouri on
November 25'\
25th, 1937. Twentytwo years later he graduated from
Princeton University and married
Sandra Gale Barker, to whom he
remained a devoted husband until
her death in 1997. She was his
constant helpmeet through his
four-year tenure at the University
o f Minnesota (where, incidentally,
of
he was a graduate student while
Garrison Keillor was pursuing his
undergraduate English degree.
"I
“I could have taught him!”
him!" says
Barker), and through thirty-one
o f his Covenant years. Nick and
of
Sandra bore three daughters
and one son, something Dr.
Barker, considers a great personal
Barker.
accomplishment.
In 1999, he
married Elaine Lausch Barker.
You review
You
review deliberately
deliberately

ef
Decades
o f · correspondence,
committee minutes, minutae ef
o f your
existence
(Some
(Some things
things hand/,ed
handled well,
wel~ some
not,
Frissons ef
of satisfaction, sinkages of
ef
regret)
Most not looked at
Or thought
pushed their
thought ef
o f sinceyou pushed
their
.fi/,e
file drawers
drawers shut.
("Forty
Year
Cabinet
(“ Forty
[purchased, reduced (dented)
Ward]” )
from Montgomery Ward]")
The college had been perched
atop Lookout Mountain for nearly
two years when Barker arrived in
1966. As an English professor, his
first and last job
first
job at Covenant, Dr.
“wit,
Barker did and does provide "wit,
wisdom, and deep knowledge
·of literature,"
-of
literature,” according to his
Not
colleague Dr. Hesselink.
only is he a Dante expert, but
he is also a deep well ooff word
knowledge, whipping out coinages
like "suckitude,"
“ suckitude,” and basking in
such jewels ooff the dictionary as
“haecceity,” "ratiocinaton,"
“ ratiocinaton,” and
"haecceity,"
“lucubration.” Barker is also a
"lucubration."
master at combining his faith with
his thinking in earnest humility.
While continuing to maintain
his position as Professor of
of
English (and the various levels
ooff that designation), Dr. Barker
began in 1976 to be involved
in the administrative side ooff
academia.
aq1demia.
According to Dr.
Barker’s role as Dean
Kaufmann, Barker's
o f Faculty and Vice President for
of
Academic Affairs allowed him to
lead "an
“ an academic comm1:nity
community
. that was significantly shaped by
his personal civility, humility,
scholarship.”
and high regard for scholarship."
He served in these capacities for
twenty-one years.
America provides her
o f gadgets, space,
Citizens plenty
pl,enty ij

Training
Anglican
leadership in
Kenya
B y JESSIE
J e s s ie HARRIS
H a rris
BY

all
his
Despite
accomplishments, it is obvious
Barker’s joy has been in
that Dr. Barker's
his unique position as teacher and
dean to interact with individuals
surrounding him.
Countless
faculty and students can tell

A five-member team ooff
Chalmers Center Staff will train
Kenyan Anglican Church leaders
in micro-economic development
strategies this summer. The group
has been invited to Kenya after
training church leaders in Uganda
last year.
The
group,
including
Community
Development
professors Dr. Brian Fikkert,
Dr. Russell Mask and Mr. Steve
Corbett, will host the Christian
Economic Development Institute
(CEDI), from July 31-August 5
in Kenya. There are more than
seven million Anglicans in Kenya,
and the Chalmer's
Chalmer’s Center hopes
to help the church further its work
ooff holistic ministry. "The
“ The poor
person may never hear the name,
Chalmers Center ... (but) we are
equipping the local church to be
the hands and the feet ooff Christ,"
Christ,”
commented Chalmers Center
Marketing
Director,
Bernie
Alimonti.
The CEDI is a 6-day course
that starts with the basics. Day
one is Foundations and Principles
o f Holistic Ministry, and Day two
of
is a course focused on Christian
principles ooff rnicrofinance
microfinance and

See Barker, on page 4.

See Chalmer's,
Chalmer’s, on page 4.

Elissa Weinbrocht sits in front of her painting of
Dr. Barker in the Writing Center.
·
diversion—
and time
timefor
far diversion-Holidays,
Holida;ys, weekends, amusement
parks, camp grounds,
Recreational vehic/,es,
vehicles, and
and speed
abound—
boats abound-Butjoy requires
requirespractice,
_But
Joy must be worked at.
(“ Ersatz” )
("Ersatz")

Dr. Barker has also always
seen beyond the small world of
Amidst the
the intelligentsia.
o f 1960s he helped
social unrest of
found New City Fellowship, taking
current pastor Randy Nabors
under his wing when Nabors was
still an undergrad at Covenant and
helping to establish him in innercity ministry in Chattanooga.
Barker also brought concern
Covenant’s
for the poor into Covenant's
corridors, teaching the powerful

Liz Tubergen
Liz

“History and Culture -of
of
class "History
Black Americans in the 1970s."
1970s.”
I.iff anyone
a71,Yone knows
difficultfaith is,
is, how eflen
often it
How difficult
feels
.feels like
Ill-fitting clothes
clothes (albeit
(albeit the
the /,east
least
Unsatisfactory suit You
You have been
Unsati.ifactory
pleased
pl,eased
To providepoor believers),
To
Surely
Surely you know.
(“ Prayer 2")
2”)
("Prayer

2
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Never again

or Diaconal Services, in order to find their
"boot camp
spiritual gifts and be trained in the “boot
obedience." A week ooff
or pressure cooker ooff obedience.”
B
y PAIGE
Pa ig e W
eichbrodt
WEICHBRODT
BY
training plus three weeks of
o f practicum with
B
y JJAMIE
a m ie L
aslo
LAsLO
BY
ooff students with an evident heart for God, various Ugandan churches equip students to
Have you read the news
cause," as well as seeing be more effective leaders and laypersons in the
His Word, and His cause,”
recently? Over 500,000 people
o f America.
America._ In essence, Krabbendam
o f students who have church of
In December 2005, a Covenant College the successful ministries of
in Darfur, Sudan have been killed
wants American students to leave behind their
professor switched off his classroom amplifier graduated from the college.
since 2003, and the violence is
“ meat” for the Ugandans and to pick up the
Dr. K
’s involvement with the college has "meat"
K's
for the last time. After nearly thirty-three years
reportedly rising.
“juice”
''.juice" which flows abundantly in that revival
He
extended far beyond the classroom.
ooff service to the Covenant community, Dr.
In the face ooff a recent upswing
frequently participated in special events and culture.
Henry Krabbendam retired as professor ooff
in violence, one must begin to
Now that he has officially retired, Dr.
Biblical Studies. Born in the Netherlands and speaking engagements, most recently in
wonder if the west can do anything
o f his
the Men’s
Men's Advance and his Preparation for Krabbendam hopes to devote much of
towering at six feet six inches, Dr. Krabbendam
to intervene. Complicating the
has been a force on the Covenant campus since Marriage Seminar. For thirty years he has been time to expanding the Uganda ministry as
and • matter even further are reports
1972 when he came to fill in for a professor leading students in a 6:00 a.m. Tuesday morning part ooff the Covenant missions · program and'
on sabbatical. Before coming to the college he prayer meeting for revival at Covenant and for continuing to work as a recruiter and fundraiser that the violence in Darfur is
spreading outside Sudan into
served as a pastor in California, but in 1973 the nation. It still meets today. Krabbendam for the college. His eight hundred-plus page
neighboring Chad, aggravating
of James (subtitled:
Epist/,e ef
when Dr. Barnes made him an offer for a full has also supplied pastorates in various local commentary on The Epistle
an already tense relationship.
Tender Love in Tough
Tough Pursuit ef
o f Total Holiness) was
Tender
teaching position, the Krabbendam family Presbyterian churches in the Chattanooga
After the Rwandan genocide, the
recently published. It is the culmination ooff a
area.
made the move to Lookout Mountain.
west claimed that the atrocities
More than his compelling classroom lifetime ooff study devoted to the epistle.
In addition to teaching core Bible classes, Dr.
which occurred
there would never
occurred_there
Dr. K continues to write and hopes to
K
’s ministry as a professor ooff Biblical Studies presence or father-like hugs, Krabbendam is
K's
be
repeated.
And
yet, they are.
has been marked by his influential instruction renowned for his enthusiastic invitations to publish various books, papers, and tracts now
Perhaps
a
little
of
history of
come along”
along" on his yearly trips to Africa. For that he is no longer teaching. Among them, his
in ethics, apologetics, and evangelism. His “"come
the
Sudan
and
Darfur
conflict
Responsibiliry, published in 2002,
Sovereign!)! and Responsibility,
resonating voice fills the classroom as he twenty years, students ooff the college have spent Sovereignty
"The heart ooff the matter is the first month ooff their summer vacation in provides the framework for his thinking as well will help us understand the
reminds students, “The
current situation. Since coming
a matter ooff the heart.”
heart." This stress on the need Uganda through the Africa Christian Training as his actions. His heart is deeply burdened for
to power in 1989, President
desires
students.
the
college
and
its
many
He
ooff a new heart in regeneration has opened Institute, which Krabbendam founded and
General Omar al-Bashir and his
apart
to
see
“
school
wide
recognition
that
from
"school
numerous students'
students’ eyes, some of
o f whom have leads. He first went to Uganda in 1983 as the .
regime ooff political bullies have
the
grace
o
f
God,
Covenant
cannot
escape
the
of
o f two invitations, one from
from_the head ooff
been converted through the powerful and result
te~t of
oppressed,
oppressed~ maligned, ignored,
downgrade
that
has
characterized
all
other
faithful preaching ooff the Word ooff God in Dr. World Harvest Mission and the other from a
and even massacred the Sudanese
of
institutions
o
f
higher
learning
in
the
history
K ’s
's classes. His emphasis on practical godliness Ugandan Covenant student, Daniel Situka.
people
to maintain political and
o
f
the
church.”
Covenant
College
would
not
church."
of
"you go until
and the pursuit ooff holiness has pushed students The Calvinist philosophy that “you
While
economic
domination.
have
been
the
without
Dr.
Krabbendam
same
God
stops
you”
put
him
on
a
plane
for
subRiane
you"
to grow in their faith and become self-propelled
Khartoum,
the
economic
and
and
his
dedicated
service
to
the
entire
college
entire_
Saharan
Africa
and
“
the
rest
history.”
history."
is
"the
in the service ooff the Kingdom ooff God.
o f Sudan, has
Students who go to Uganda have the community. Hopefully his prayers and political epicenter of
The past thirty years have been rich in
memory
m emory and experience for Dr. K. He says he opportunity to participate in three schools: the influence will remain with the college as long flourished, the rest ooff the country
has been sucked dry ooff people,
o f Evangelism, Preaching/Teaching, as it stands.
has been most encouraged
“a steady stream School of
encourag~d by "a
resources, and justice.
justice. The rebels
ooff Darfur were not the first group
to protest al-Bashir’s
al-Bashir's reign ooff
terror; two
nyo civil wars and, more
B
y E
m ily B
elz
BELZ
EMILY
BY
versity from 1994-1998. “"I've
I’ve seen
1988, he served as a pastor in recently, the arming ooff eastern
grown to hold 16 students. With
Sudanese rebels demonstrate
PCUS and EPC churches across
remain- bitter rivalry between colleagues
After teaching students at
Dr. Sizemore as the only remain
the Southeast. Now
Now he hopes to just how hated the government
ing full-time
Covenant about computers for
fullctime professor, Covenant in secular settings that is absent
current is.
from Covenant,”
lead Bible studies and other types
has hired another ICS professor,
Covenant," he commented.
the past eight years, Dr. Robert
To subdue these rebel groups,
ooff outreach, perhaps working
Then, while he was in JackJack
Bryan's
Bryan is retiring. With his mea
mea- Dr. John Hunt, to fill Dr. Bryan’s
the government has deployed the
alongside his son Mitchell with
sonville, Dr. Bryan saw an ad
sured cadence, Dr. Bryan has · shoes.
m janjaweed, well-armed militias
Col
Officers’ Christian Fellowship in
Officers'
Dr. Bryan’s
led hordes ooff freshmen through
Bryan's son, Lt. Col. Fred for a position at Covenant Colwho are ruthless in their attack
Pennsylvania.
lege. "The
“The opportunity to teach
Bryan, will be retiring this year as
Microcomputer
Applications.
and plunder ooff the Darfurians.
in a reformed Christian setting
well. He has served 22 years in
For ICS majors, he explored the
Tragically, the most recent hopes
appealing," he recalled.
finer mechanics ooff computer sci
sci- the Marine Corps, and Dr. Bryan was very appealing,”
for domestic reform within the
Since his arrival at Covenant, he
hopes that their families will now
ence—
systems analysis and data
dataence-systems
government
perished
when
has instructed a band ooff students
be able to live closer to each other.
base design. As one ooff two full
fullJohn Garange, a leader in the
“My wife wants to live in proxim
proxim- not just in the technical skills o?ff
"My
time professors (the other being
opposition force who had been
writing code, but in the aesthet
aesthetity to the grandchildren,”
grandchildren," he said.
Dr. Doug Sizemore)
Sizemore) for the ICS
ics. “"He
He would look at things from
appointed vice president, died in
He is grandfather to ten.
department, he has been a critical
a mysterious helicopter crash last
As a graduate teaching assis
assis- a design perspective, not from a
part ooff the infrastructure for the
year.
programming perspective,”
ex
perspective," extant from 1990-1994, he taught
ICS major.
International efforts to curb
plained senior James Long,
Lo'ng, an
core and basic courses at Auburn
Bryan joined
joined Sizemore and
the violence have been frustrated
ICS major.
University. Before becoming a
major.
Randy Smith in the fledgling de
deDr. Bryan was not always in
Covenant professor, Dr. Bryan
partment when he first came to
Bryan is retiring By Adan Rodriguez
the computer trade. From 1968taught at Jacksonville State Uni
UniCovenant in 1998. The major has
after eight years at Covenant.

Dr. K: 33 years of faithful service

'

Dr. Robert Bryan retires from ICS Department

See Darfur, on page 5.
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“Do you think he gets any pleasure out of this? Do you think he's
he’s here watching
"Do
Walt."
don’t think so. II doubt it, Walt.”
us read his poetry? II don't
Ferry."
-Dr. Cliff Foreman in American Literature up to 1865, voicing his skepticism ooff Walt Whitman’s
“ Crossing Brooklyn Ferry.”
Whitman's idea ooff immortality through communication in "Crossing
I
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To the Editor:
The Bagpipe stall' lifts a
glass to departing senior and
Editor Adam Belz, a vigorous
writer and inquiring mind.
Belz’s perceiving eye and
quick wit have been invalu
able to his staff. We salute his
hours o f work and hope to see
him thrive post-graduation.
- 05-06 Bagpipe Staff
PS. And to Josh Desch,
P.S.
Senate liaison to the Bagpipe,
for his invaluable·
invaluable advocacy.

Letters to
the editor
are welcome:
Send them by email to
bagpipe@covenant.edu, with "Letter
“Letter
Editor” in the subject line.
to the Editor"
Or send letters to:
The Bagpipe
145,14049
Box 145,
14049 Scenic HighwayLookout Mountain, GA 30750.

•• Make
M ake letters
Utters topical and keep them
under
200 words.
•• Letters may
farr clarity and
map be editedfo
length.
,• Letters should be signed with fu
fullll
name, class standing, and declared
major, if
i f applicable.
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Layout
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Copy Edit

lH An
An Unusual·
Unusual Institution
A series about Covenant College by members of the faculty
Editor's
Note: The fourth and final installment in the series is by Dr.Jay
Editor’s Note:
Dr. Jay Green, who graduated from Taylor
University in 1992 and joined the Covenant faculty in 1998 as a history professor.

Covenant College and the vital
art of conversation
B y JAY
Jay D. GREEN
G reen
BY

In reply to these reasonable assumptions, an
administrator at a Reformed college said this:
"Cominitment
“ Commitment to a particular way of
o f thinking
The thing I value most about Covenant College and seeing theologically does not foreclose fresh
is the space it creates for genuine conversation. I am inquiry, but places it within a coherent and living
is
most at home and.experience
joy theological and intellectual heritage. In that sense it
and experience my deepest sense of
o f joy
at Covenant amid honest and probing conversations is much more like American constitutionalism than
among Christian brothers and sisters about ideas like a rigid doctrinal fundamentalism. Reformed
that matter.
theologians, for example, seem to like nothing better
Genuine conversation takes place when human than to argue about the meaning and application of
of
beings meet one another with querying minds, an some of
o f the tradition's
tradition’s fundaments; and confessional
eagerness to listen, and a solemn belief that each churches'
churches’ annual books of
o f acts and minutes show
member has much to learn from every other. At its that ever-evolving interpretation and application of
of
forms_ principle, as in constitutional case law."
best, this mutually respectful art
art ef
o f conversati.on
conversation forms
law.”
an important basis of
o f Covenant's
Covenant’s mission and our
By contrast, some in our tradition have been ½:nown
known
common life together.
to treat ideas as fixed and final weapons in America’s
America's
I have been nourished here through a wide array so-called culture wars, as though earnestly affirming
of
o f stimulating conversations that regularly leave me the Scriptures inevitably results in the affirmation of
of
challenged, chastened, emboldened, and eager to an obvious and monolithic set of
o f cultural and political
walk more faithfully with God. Sometimes I find prescriptions. Such well-meaning men and women
it in Reg McLelland helping me think through a may assume, quite wrongly, that the lively spirit of'
o f'
recent essay in The Atlantic
Atlanti.c Monthly;
Monthly; or engaging inquiry in our classrooms, offices, and hallways will
my Historiography class with questions about the slide us down the "slippery
“ slippery slope"
slope” of
o f theological
linguistic turn in historical study; or being moved to liberalism.
We must do all we can to avoid this strain of
of
tears in Chapel as Frank.James
Frank James interprets Galatians
5 afresh; or in listening to Kelly Kapic and Jeffrey fundamentalist thinking. Just as Covenant College
Morton lovingly critique my latest attempt to capture needs the guidance of
o f the Church, I believe, for the
sake of
o f its health, the Church needs to maintain a
some ideas on paper.
Kingdom-oriented conversation,
Although these genuine conversations are broad space for genuine, Kingdom-~riented
wars," and
ranging, open, and (sometimes painfully) honest, free from conscription into the "culture
“ culture wars,”
they are not without boundaries. All here submit open to fresh, interdisciplinary thinking. Covenant
gladly to the Old and New Testament scriptures, and College has happily been such a place, and I pray it
Westminster Confession ef
o f Faith
affirm the J1!estminster
Faith as the best will continue to be so.
Let us resist the understandable but ultimately
attempt to codify the doctrine taught in the Bible.
It’s important !O
to note, however, that these boundaries misguided temptation to forestall conversation by
It's
provide a beginning rather than an end in our building an extra-confessional hedge that presumes
o f our day.
faltering attempts to understand God's
G od’s wonderfully to pre-answer the important questions of
trust in God's
G od’s provision, past, present,
complicated world.
Let us instead trust.in
Many have asked how a school ·like
like Covenant and future, and confidently affirm_
affirm the authority of
of
can be, at once, theologically homogeneous and the Scriptures and our Westminster heritage, asking
intellectually dynamic. One might expect to find our the Lord to guide us as we continue this genuinely
conversation stale, prefabricated, and predictable. important conversation within their reliable bounds.
.

C u f f FOREMAN
Forem an
CLIFF
Faculty Advisor

publication
This is a Covenant College student publication
The views expressed herein do not necessarily reflect
those of the College or the student body.
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If you would like the Bagpipe
to run a story on something,
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‘Story Idea'
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Sabbath vs. diversity? A
A knockout.
C om m entary
COMMENTARY
B y JJESSICA
e s sic a POLAN
P olan
BY
It was recently said that CovCov
enant College has been placing
more emphasis on diversity (crosscultural) issues than on celebratcelebrat
cult.)..lral)
ing the Sabbath. It may seem that
way to some people but I suggest
asking a diversity student if you
want an opinion on whether or
not there is an over emphasis on
cross-cultural issues.
One thing that has really

bothered me about being at
Covenant is how racial slurs
are often laughed at rather than
rebuked. Covenant seems to be
more concerned about ensuring
that students don't
don’t smoke on stage
(or anywhere) than teaching them
to respect or at least have a little
understanding and maybe some
deal
character or integrity when dealing with other cultures.
Cove
I was curious about Covenant's policy on racial discriminanant’s
discrimina
“jokes” and etc.
tion, racial slurs, ')okes"

o f policy
I looked for some kind of
.in
in the Student Handbook (online
isn’t
version), well there really isn't
one, the main mention is in the
standards of
o f conduct, lumped in
with every other sin from cheating
to slander. A small little line about
not being prejudiced against those
o f another race, gender, or sociosocio
of
economic status. On page 30 of
of
the Student Handbook there is a
o f the SabSab
detailed explanation of
bath policy (complete with "rules"
“ rules”
for not violating it).

3
3

Caution: what
I've
I’ve learned
BY.ADAM
B y A dam BELZ
B elz

Dr. Kaufmann told me on
Saturday about Dr. Barker's
Barker’s
retirement dinner Friday night,
and how Dr. Wildeman gave a
speech that moved much of
o f the
crowd to tears. I told Kaufmann
it made me sad how disconnected
I am from faculty. When they
gather to share something they all
feel very profoundly, chances are
I'll
I’ll never hear about it.
Kaufmann shot back that
faculty feel disconnected when
they hear senior testimQnies
testimonies that
talk more about road trips to
the Smoky Mountains and late
nights eating ice cream than they
do about academics. This is an
academic institution. Why don't
don’t
seniors talk about what they've
they’ve
learned? Here am I. I will testify
to something I've
I’ve learned in my
four years at Covenant.
I've
I’ve learned to be more
cautious and rigorous.
Not too inspiring? Well, . I've
I’ve
already forgotten a lot of
o f the
specific information I studied in
my classes. But my teachersteachers—
particularly Drs. Green, Morton
Follett— showed me that I
and Follett-showed
need to be cautious and rigorous,
and that is something I probably
won’t forget. I now know that
won't
I’m going to say anything
if I'm
I’d better understand it
valuable; I'd
thoroughly and say it carefully.
o f it as sanctification.
Think of
When I first came to Covenant,
I thought a paper was an
impassioned,
rambling
blog
entry. Citations? A structured
argument? What? Classes at
didn’t teach
Covenant College didn't
me everything I need to know,
but they taught me that learning
and communicating is hard work,
when _
and that I should be quieter when'
don’t know what I'm
I’m talking
I don't
about. Thank you faculty.

o f course at a school like
But of
Covenant thafmakes
that makes sense, right?
We need aa multiple page explanaexplana
tion on why and how to observe
the Sabbath, but one line on racial
prejudice and gender discriminadiscrimina
tion is sufficient, because minority
students are always treated like
brothers and sisters in Christ, and
there is never gender discriminadiscrimina
tion.
THIS
T h is COLUMN
c o lu m n WAS
w a s ORIGINALLY
o r ig in a l l y A
a
POST
WITTENBERG
p o st ON
on THE
the W
it t e n b e r g FwoR.
F lo o r .
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John Fahey proclaimed!

www.fanaticpromotion.com
www.fanatiopromotion.com

J oe CLARK
C la r k
JOE

_,1

~

~

John Fahey, the man whose
coattails spread over the vast Folk/
Blues landscape of
o f America, lives
on in I Am The
The Resurrection, a tribute
album dedicated to his influential
musical legacy. After an eccentric
and painful life as composer,
collector, and tutor, Fahey's
Fahey’s
influence on today's
today’s musicians is
immeasurable. From the more
subdy affected Sonic Youth, to
subtly
Kottke,
his overt understudy Leo Kottk~,
Fahey holds the truly American
music scene in his arms even as he
rests in his grave.
o f producers
The endeavor of
M. Ward and Stephen Brower
doubdessly warranted, and
is doubtlessly
their compilation is a powerful
o f Fahey's
Fahey’s musical
presentation of
o f Sufjan
impression. The likes of
Stevens,
Calexico,
Devendra
Banhart, Howe Gelb, Fruitbats,
Banhac·t,
of
M. Ward and Lee Ranaldo of
o f the more
Sonic Youth are some of
recognizable names featured on
this bold undertaking. Each artist
varies in interpretation, running
o f a fearlessly literal
the gauntlet of
take as Peter Case elected with
"When
“When the Catfish Is in Bloom,"
Bloom,”
or daring to chart fresher waters
Sufjan’s rendition of
of
as in Sufjan's
“ Commemorative Transfiguration
"Commemorative
and Communion At Magruder
Park.” But most chose to reside
Park."
of
within the comfortable walls of
simple synthesis, playing Fahey
as complimentary as their own
unique style might allow.
The
album
demonstrates
o f the experimental nature
some of

displayed by Fahey later in his
career with tracks like "The
“ The
Singing Bridge of
o f Memphis,
Brooklyn Bridge Version"
Version” by
I,,ee
Lee Ranaldo (who else), in
which echoing sounds of
o f cars
crossing over a bridge resound in
a background inhabited by wind,
birds and an occasional human
voice. A highly distorted electric
guitar grinds out Fahey’s
Fahey's original
tune in the foreground, and the
song ends as though someone
had finished walking across the
bridge. Touches of
o f this slightly
playful experimentation flare
up in Cul de Sac's
Sac’s portrayal of
of
“ The Portland Cement Factory
"The
CA” as Glen Jones
at Monolith, CA"
plucks a signature amplified
acoustic amidst periodic electrical
screeches.
Yet, the underlying thematic
o f I1 Am the Resurrection is
sound of
a full-bodied folksy guitar-picking
jamboree. More subdued tracks,
o f Devendra Banhart's,
Banhart’s,
like that of
keep pace with impressively
o f Fahey's
Fahey’s
evocative depictions of
work. The only difficult piece
to fit into this artistic puzzle is
Sufjan’s, which relies heavily on
Sufjan's,
the reformedreformed doxology, "Praise
“ Praise
God from Whom All Blessings
Flow.” As the Sufjan
Suijan Stevens'
Stevens’
Flow."
sound permeates with flute, banjo
and bells while featuring the only
singing on the album, this song is
a small crimp in the hose through
o f the artists flow
which the rest of
S u f j a n ’ s take is
seamlessly. But Sufjan's
accurate and bold as a Christian
explication.
Some of
o f the more enjoyable

trackssupplementFahey'soriginal
tracks supplement Fahey’s original
skeletal melodies with three or
more additional instruments
in order to better capture the
elusive Fahey essence, an almost
impossible undertaking with a
lone guitar. The man's
man’s mastery
of
o f thisthis instrument is simply
difficult to replicate. Among such
variations is Calexico's
Calexico’s pleasantly
western "Dance
“ Dance of
o f Death",
Death” ,
Fahey’s genius with
encapsulating Fahey's
the inclusion of
o f upright bass and
marimba. Another imaginatively
Bat’s
encompassing work is Fruit Bat's
“ Death of
o f the Clayton Peacock",
Peacock” ,
"Death
which plays with SpaghettiWestern vocals, banjo, drums,
an attempt to
and tambourines in ~n
capture the thunderously simple
original blues slide version.
As a tribute, I Am the
Resurrection summons as much
justice for Fahey as this reputable
o f musicians could muster.
group of
However, a greater focus on the
o f Fahey is slightly
Folk aspect of
o f his Blues
disappointing in light of
expertise, but the featured artists
mainly specialize in things Folk,
so the attention is not surprising.
As a compilation, this record is
as good as they come. Such a
o f Folk artists
distinguished list of
presenting peak performances
could not be topped by any other
of
musical effort that the realm of
Folk could put forth.
I Am the Resurrection is
o f Fahey's
Fahey’s
strongly suggestive of
talent, and should prompt listeners
to delve into the musical world
that Fahey was so foundational in
shaping.
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Chalmers,
Chalmer’s, from page ir

Another challenge, according
to Fikkert, is teaching Africans,
who have a culture that often
dwells in the past by emphasizing
ancestral appeasement, to _ddoo
planning. Thinking in terms of
of
the future provides an opportunity
to introduce Christ as the ultimate
hope.
In light of
o f the challenge to
teach cross-culturally, Fikkert
said, "Its
“ Its hard, but God shows
up
....you pray really hard that
up....you
God would work a miracle
....
miracle....
it is messy."
messy.” Though he says the
western mindset . is too often one
of
o f arrogance and self-sufficiency,
Corbett believes that cross-cultural

development.
micro-enterprise
On days 3-6, church leaders in
attendance will choose an elective
class more specifically tailored to
their ministries'
ministries’ need.
The CEDI focuses on two
main areas: microfinance and
micro-enterprise. Microfinance
provides a way for the poor,
who often do not have access to
banks, to save and borrow money.
Essentially, the idea is to create a
very small, primitive bank for the
poor that enables them to draw
from a lump sum in order to
invest, cover emergencies and life
events such as weddings, death,
and retirement. Micro-enterprise
Barker, from page ri
deals with the businesses of
of
the poor in · terms of
o f capital,
marketing, and pricing.
stories of
o f invitations to Barker's
Barker’s
The task is overwhelming. · _office
office to eat peanut M&M's
M & M ’s
and talk through their spiritual
These
American
professors
must communicate the basics doubts, or to weep with them in
of
the pain of
o f Community and Economic
o f a family member's
member’s
death-always
Development to a group of
of
death— always with the assurance
Kenyans in only 6 days. "It's
that he has struggled similarly.
“ It’s hard
enough to train an American in Self-deprecating and honest, Dr.
this much time, much less having Barker has a deep understanding
to cross language and cultural of
o f human nature, and can reach
boundaries," said Dr. Fikkert. beyond illusions and pride to the
boundaries,”
As Westerners tend to learn
hearts of
o f those who need him.
deductively, Africans tend to learn Dr. Donovan Graham says he
through experience.
was always ready to "shore
“ shore up
CEDI and bring healing"
Currently,
the
healing” to faculty
incorporates skit-simulations and members like himself when they
situational exercises, but Fikkert were hurting, and has always
“one who
says that the current CEDI functioned generally as "one
“ not sufficient.
FO R you.”
teaching method is "not
you."
was FOR
We think that our courses need
further
contextualization by
Like a hostage
Africans who understand their
Hands
tied behind his back, trying
Hands tied
to type
type security
. own culture better than we do. to
And then the Africans need to
Code numbers
numbers by giving
Code
giving sequential
blows
use those contextualized courses b/,ows
Africans.”
to train other Africans."
To a keypad with his nose,
To
o f the strategy is creating
Part of
titmousepecked earnestly
The titmouse
what the Chalmers Center calls
At the tight
tight column
column ef
of seeds in
in the
“ fraternity of
o f trainers around
a "fraternity
cage-likefeeder.
cage-like
.feeder.
world,” which is composed
the world,"
(“ Release”)
("Release")
o f •indigenous church members
of•
who can both replicate and
Inhis
In
his retirement, Dr. Barker says
contextualize the CEDI learning.
“ more than
he wants to read the "more
In addition to the CEDI, a dozen books he recently started
Chalmers Center also provides and hasn't
hasn’t finished"
finished” (from his most
an email-based distance learning recent poem "Superannuated
“ Superannuated
course that covers the same Bibliophile"),
Bibliophile”), write "mediocre
“ mediocre
material as the CEDI; · the poetry”
o f us could
poetry" (though most of
format is primarily reading with dispute that qualification), and
reflective questions, and the do what his wife Elaine tells him
participants benefit from the to do in the garden. Meanwhile,
o f instructors as well
feedback of
o f us who have known him
those of
as fellow participants. Corbett will remember Leonard Cohen's
Cohen’s
calls this a "richer"
“ richer” learning
words: "Poetry
“ Poetry is just the evidence
experience compared to the of
o f life. If your life is burning well,
Covenant classroom because the
poetry is just the ash."
ash.” We will all
participants have vast experience, revel in the ashes and sparks flying
which Covenant students lack,
from your fire, Dr. Barker.
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M a tch Point
P o in t
Match

Daifur,
Darfur, from page ri
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BY
Widely touted as Woody
Allen’s best film in years after
Allen's
o f flops, Match
a long string of
Point delves the depths to which
all-consuming obsession and
unchecked passion can bring one
who is mastered by them, building
to aa destructive climax.
The philosophy driving the film
is that most things in life are based
on luck, pure chance. Nothing is
meaningful; everything is random
chance. Pivotal moments in life
are like moments in a tennis match
o f the
when the ball grazes the top of
net, and there is a 50/50
50/50 chance
it could go either way, forward or
back, a win or a loss.
Starring Scarlett Johansson
and Jonathan Rhys Meyers,
Match Point combines elements
o f romance (if it can be called
of
that) with drama and suspense.
The film is surprisingly engaging
- surprising because the plot is
actually rather formulaic.
Chris is an economically
strapped young tennis instructor
who meets the fantastically
wealthy family of
o f one of
o f his
wealtli.y

o f course there is a
students, and of
rich daughter who falls hopelessly
in love with him, hooks him into
daddy’s company,
aa great job
job with daddy's
then marries him. Enter the
femme fatale, an American actress
named Nola, stunningly beautiful
yet handicapped with insecurities.
A passionate affair is begun,
and for awhile Chris seems to have
o f both worlds: his highthe best of
paying job, a plush apart111ent
apartment on
the Thames, and weekends on the
family’s country manor along with
family's
stolen moments with his gorgeous
mistress. But no one's
one’s luck holds
out forever.
Nola
becomes
pregnant,
o f fortune's
fortune’s cruel ironies
another of
Chris’s wife Chloe has been
as Chris's
obsessively trying to have a child.
For awhile Chris desperately tries
to continue the double life he has
been leading, but his web of
o f lies
begins to close in on him, forcing
him to choose between the posh
lifestyle with his sweet but boring
wife, and the sexy siren whose
refusal to accept her place on the
periphery of
o f his perfect world has
become an increasing threat.
The film feels long at just over

two hours; in fact it verges on being
too long, and frankly the basic plot
isn’t exactly unpredictable. Only
isn't
in the final 20 minutes or so does
any real suspense enter the story.
So what makes it work?
o f the most important
One of
factors is the performances by the
actors, and the believability they
bring to the characters. Jonathan
Rhys Meyers is very effective in
the lead role, giving his character
a chilling heartlessness, yet just
enough humanity to make us wish
we didn't
didn’t have to hate him.
fills her
Scarlett Johansson fills
role as perfectly as she does her
snug jeans, bringing smoldering
sex appeal as well as emotional
o f Nola.
fragility to the character of
Nola is little more of
o f a paragon
o f virtue than Chris is, yet it is
of
impossible not to feel pity for her.
o f the cast including
The rest of
Cox, Matthew Goode and
Brian Cox;
is equally solid.
Emily Mortimer is
Aside from the performances,
Match Point is an engaging film
because if nothing else, it makes
you think and it arouses conflicting
p f the characters
emotions. None Qf
are completely sympathetic, yet
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somehow at various points you
feel sympathy for them, even
shouldn’t.
when you know you shouldn't.
character commits
When one character-commits
murder, it is difficult to decide
whether you want him to be
caught or not. Director Woody
“everything is
Allen pounds the "everything
chance” theme into the audience
chance"
as several times we see the
razor-thin margin by which the
murderer escapes detection. We
feel on edge every time, but we
hardly know if it is because the
wish or the fear that he be caught
and punished predominates.
Match Point raises questions
about the difference between
love and lust, and whether events
o f human
unfold as a result of
o f blind chance. God
choices or of
o f his equation. One
is never part of
character comments that despair
o f least resistance.
is the path of
Meyer’s character Chris
Rhys Meyer's
counters that in actuality, faith is
the path of
o f least resistance. And
this is how he lives his life.
Ultimately Match Point offers
no ~enuinely
genuinely satisfying answers to
the questions it raises, ending as
hopelessly as it began.

al-Bashir's
government.
by
al-Bashir’s
Until last month, African Union
forces
were
peacekeeping
stationed in Darfur to prevent
further violence. However, they
targ_ets for
themselves became targets
attack and had to evacuate of
of
Darfur completely.
·More qualified UN.
U.N. troops
were initially sent to replace the
AU forces, but the government
in Khartoum has flatly reused to
Demonstrators
allow them in.
in the streets of
o f Khartoum told
UN. to send their troops with
the U.N.
body bags for the ride home,
and the UN.
U.N. has responded with
indefinite delay. Meanwhile, the
U.S. passes its second motion
calling the Darfur situation “"aa
shame."
shame.”
Other diplomatic wranglings
make problem solving even more
difficult.
difficult, the situation even more
complex.
China and Qatar
have been particularly vocal in
opposing an intervention force,
with China hoping to protect its
economic investments and Qatar
standing in support of
o f a fellow
Arab government. The UN.
U.N. is too
pre-occupied with such internal
conflicts of
o f interest to garner
enough
support
for action.
action.
enough support for
But until they do, the death
toll inside Sudan will continue its
march to the millions. Who will
o f Darfur? And
save the peple of
what can be done?
U.N. 1s
is capable of
of
The UN.
mustering enough men to
U.N.
overwhelm the janjaweed. UN.
forces should not be afraid to push
for more troops and equipment
to secure Darfur.
If internal
politicking continues to inhibit
action, the U.N. should at least
become more directly involved
in the ongoing peace process
o f Darfur and
between the rebels of
the government.
Although the United States is
doing well to continue to apply
steady pressure, it cannot tackle
the problem alone.
Britain, .
Russia, France, Japan, South
Africa,
Africa,. South Korea and especially
Germany should recognize the
genocide that is occurring in
Darfur. Real pressure - -- such
as economic sanctions, military
—should
intervention, and the like -of
be used until the government of
Sudan stops mocking justice by
murdering its own people. Surely
we, the concerned international
community, cannot allow this to
continue.
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Jerome
Jerom e
B y JONATHAN
J onathan WILSON
W ilson
BY
Reflections.from my CDV internship
Reflectionsfrom
in
Houston, Texas.
in Houston,
Texas.
Picture him: old worn-out
shoes, tight polyester pants, and
a sweat stained polo shirt from
goodwill, all tightly tucked in and
hugging his plump frame. To top
it off, he wears both the biggest
smile, and the . biggest pair of
of
glasses that I've
I’ve ever seen. His
, name is Jerome. Jerome is a mid30's
30’s African American who lives
th
in the 55th
Ward in Houston, a.
nd
and
though mildly retarded, Jerome
visited my office every day just to
check up on me. We joked in the
ajerome alert.
office about having aJerome
Every day, Jerome would stop by
and ask everyone at the office how
we were doing, and if we needed
anything.
Then, every day,
without fail,Jerome
fail, Jerome would ask for
a certificate. Jerome seemed to
be under the impression that we
were in the business of
o f handing
out certificates.
·
After a good two months
of
o f this treatment, I asked him
about his love for certificates and
if he had ever thought about
giving any out himself. He lit up
as he began to tell ·m
mee about all the
certificates he had earned, all the
people he had helped, and how
these certificates proved he was
somebody special. He ignored
my second question, but asked me
what certificates I had received? I
gave him a quick answer to appease
him. I had work to do. Then I
began to think about it. I had
received so many "certificates,"
“ certificates,”
so much encouragement, so many
opportunities, so much grace. I
couldn’t even recall half of
o f them
couldn't
because they had become such
commonplace.
This summer
I marveled at what a big deal
people in the inner·
inner' city made
about graduating from high
school, but for me it was no big
deal. College was just the next
step; it was just what you do. Well
it’s just what you do if you're
you’re like
it's
me and grew up having a stable,
wealthy, loving family, are a white
American, and by nature of
o f these
factors grew up in an affirming/
nurturing environment with a
wealth ooff opportunity. So many
people in our country grow up
without the opportunities I have

had, yet I have the audacity to
ask them, "well
“well where are your
credentials"
credentials” or "of
“ o f what value are
you to me?"
me?”
.
I thinkJerome
think Jerome stands as
a powerful example of
o f a man who
isn't
isn’t valued by our society, but is
begging for certificatescertificates— begging
for value, begging for significance,
subtly
subdy begging for the kingdom of
of
God. Here is a man who not only
has a genetic deficiency, but has
been slammed as a black innercity American by systemic and
historical racism. Yet in his childchild
like disposition he has the honesty
and boldness to shout his plea,
can I get a certificate? Can I get
some value in society?
Our society does not
value those who can't
can’t give us
profit. We don't
don’t care for those

who have been beaten down by
sin, even if it's
it’s our sin, or the sins
of
o f our forefathers. Too often,
we put the blame on others and
call them lazy, when time after
time they've
they’ve worked way harder
to overcome more than we'll
we’ll
ever know. Instead of
o f receiving
a certificate, they receive another
layoff, and then a welfare check,
and then an eviction notice; and
the beating goes on and on. And
then I ask "well
“well have you ever
thought of
o f giving anyone else a
certificate?"
certificate?”
In Luke 14,Jesus
14, Jesus goes to
eat with the Pharisees. When he
arrives, they are all jockeying for
the best seat, for honor, for value,
for their certificate. Jesus tells the
host that next time he has a feast
not to invite friends, relatives, and
rich neighborsneighbors— the people who
will be able to repay you. "But
“But
when you give a.
a banquet, invite
the poor, the crippled, the lame,
the· blind, and you will be blessed.
the
Although they cannot repay
you, you will be repaid at the
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o f the righteous."
righteous.”
resurrection of
Jesus’
In response to Jesus'
statement, one of
o f the Pharisees
says, "blessed
“blessed is the man who will
eat at the feast in the kingdom
of
o f God."
God.” Jesus responds with the
parable about the great banquet,
in which a man invites many
successful, significant people in
society. All of
o f them are too busy
doing great things; one is getting
married, one has a business
deal, all are just in the middle of
of
something. So they refuse the
host's
host’s invitation. The host then
commands his servants to invite
the blind, the lame, and the poor.
He tells his servants to take all of
of
those without significance, and
dress them up and have them party
like never before. The Kingdom
of
o f God is a party, a party for those
who aren't
aren’t too busy, aren't
aren’t too
comfortable, and aren't
aren’t too proud
to love the least of
o f these. Jesus
calls us to serve, to love those who
have been marginalized in our
society,
society to love those who can't
can’t
give back. So many people in

of
our society, including each one of
us, are hurting and messy, people
looking for love and value from
others. Often the church is too
busy and too clean. Cleanliness
isn’t
isn't next to godliness; we need
to get dirty loving those who are
hurting. How can we love Jesus,
and ostracize gays, be racist, and
be so in love with our money?
Are we willing to take up the cross
and let go of
o f our certificates-,-our
certificates— our
agendas, our 401
ks, our beach
4 0 Iks,
houses, our . pride, ourselves?
o f discipleship is tough,
The call of
but how glorious it will be to be
worshiping the _Lord one day,
and look over and see Jerome.
Having traded in his certificates,
his broke-down shoes and his
polyester pants, Jerome will have
that look of
o f dignity and value in
his eyes that only Jesus can give.
I can't
can’t wait to see him dressed in
the glorious outfit that Lord has
waiting on him. I hope I'm
I’m not
too busy.
-Much love
love to
to Michael Rhodes and
Paige
Weichbrodtfor
editing.
Paige Weichbrodt
far editing,

My Last Words: On Mental Institutions
B y R yan V ro eg in d ew ey

This is my last Bagpipe article. Originally
I was going to write about Uganda. Say
somethingabout the last presidential elections,
critique what went wrong, and eventually say
something about the deeper problems that
plague Africa. But I’ve decided to write about
myself instead. Rather than picking apart
what’s wrong in another country; or in our
own, I want to pick apart something that has
been wrong in my own life. M y final Outlook
article will look in.
I have spent the last four years thinking a
lot. I have read lots o f books and listened to
lots o f lectures. 'Then I wrote lots o f papers,
tests, and Bagpipe articles. The product, you
might say, is a liberal arts grad; I think is Latin
for someone who thinks a lot.
The benefits to a liberal arts education
are pretty much ingrained into our beings
from the onset here at Covenant. But what I
have also seen these past years is the darker
side o f what a liberal arts education can do.
Because it works so hard to produce rational
and critical thinkers, the product can often
be doubt.
Doubt can be a good thing. It is good to
think critically think about another worldview,
to analyze the way that history has been, to
critique the way the school is run. But critical
thinking must never become our hermeneutic
for seeing the universe. Otherwise we end up

living lives o f full o f doubt. And such lives, 1
suspect, come to nothing.
Recently I cracked open the book
Orthodoxy by G. K. Chesterton. In the first
couple chapters, Chesterton reflects on
insane asylums, and asks what kind o f people
inhabits these institutions. His conclusion:
those people who are most critical, most
rational, those who think the most. Why is
this? Because they want understand the world
and heavens in rational terms and perfect
categories, and this simply cannot be done.
The world is too complicatedly created and
too disastrously fallen for such a task. In the
end, it will drive a man (or woman) insane.
In an ironic sense, Covenant College has
become my own menial institution
Academically, I have been taught to look
at people, ideas, and institutions critically,
to ask questions, and to raise problems. My
S.I.E— in many senses the culmination o f my
liberal arts education—-stands as a tangible
testimony: thirty-five pages o f what was
wrong with Woodrow Wilson’s foreign policy.
Extending such a hermeneutic o f doubt into
my personal life, I have driven myself crazy
critiquing the way that this school is run, the
problems on my hall, the mountain o f sins in
mv own life. By now, I atn pretty damn good
at all that.
But what I am less good at is answers—
coming up with them and doing them. The
consequence, as James puts it, is a doubleminded man, unstable in all his ways. This

man doesn’t know what to do next; or, at least,
he doesn’t have the intellectual confidence to
do what should come next.
Ultimately, the prescription for doubt is
faith. Faith means thinking positively rather
than thinking negatively. It means responding
to the world in terms o f what can be, rather
than in terms o f what is not, or what cannot
be. And faith always responds with practical
action.
Faith is not easy because most times it
means overlooking details that our brains tell
us are irrational. For example, faith actively
responds to poverty in Africa, even though
there is no perfect solution. Faith gives the
guy on the street a couple dollars, even
though he probably needs to go get a job.
Faith decides to become an R.A. or run for
Student Senate, even though such positions
may appear to effect little change. Faith can
afford to take these intellectual risks because
it sees the big picture. It recognizes that God
takes fallen intentions, problematic strategies,
and sinful actions, and makes them fruitful.
So here are the last printed words o f a
senior who has spent the last four years o f
his life thinking: D o not let yourself become
a brain on a stick. Chesterton writes, “ The
madman is the man who has lost everything
except his reason.” Intelligence is good, but
only when geared towards action. Criticism
is good, but only when aimed at fixing
problems. Thinking is good, but only when
inspired by faith.
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It is common in America today
to hear that the very foundations
intellectuoof"Christian
f Christian moral and intellectu
al life are under attack. Although
typically sounded by paranoid,
alarmist pundits, such warnings
are important if we are to under
understand the predicament we are in
and garner enough
enough_ theoretical
and biblical resources to be salt
and life in a dying world.
Such attacks, philosophically
at least, come from two camps.
pediThe first camp, under the pedi
gree ooff Jacques Derrida, purports
to destroy the correspondence
between statements ooff fact and
the reality that they claim to rep
represent. If
If this sounds silly, which
it might be, just look up a word
findin the dictionary. Instead ooff find
you'll find more words.
ing reality, you’ll

you'll
If you look up those words, you’ll
find more words, and so on. For
the post-structuralists, language is
outa system closed off from the out
side world.
But if language produces,
rather than reflects reality, what
about people who claim to speak
the truth? This brings us to our
second camp, led by Michel FouFou
knowlcault, which posits that knowl
edge is produced in relationship
to structures ooff power. Any claim
to know truth is a mask for power,
and the analysis ooff someone’s
someone's
claims involve the process ooff "un“ un
bottom".
masking" to "get
masking”
“ get to the bottom”
ooff their vie for power.
The effects ooff such challenges,
if taken to heart, are cataclysmic.
If any truth-claim is only a mask
on the will to power, there can be
understandno peace, no mutual understand
ing and no
no_ love. What is at stake
is not only the rationality ooff our

Christian beliefs, but our beliefs
about justice and hope in a world
that desperately needs it. What we
are fighting for is not our cushy
place among the worldviews that
itsel£
make up society, but society itself.
What would it mean, then,
for our understanding ooff lanlan
guage and epistemology to be
centered not on us, but on Christ,
Flesh." Such an
the “Word
"Word made Flesh.”
what’s better
nice-what's
idea sounds nice—
than Jesus, right?—
right?- but is it really
tenable?
I want to suggest that if it is
not tenable, then we are lost. We
are lost because the only way out
o f the thicket ooff postmodernism
of
is for there to exist some ontologiontologi
cal connection not just between
reality and the words we use, but
Reality and the Word that created
and upholds all reality.
It should not surprise the
reader, ooff course, that a belief in

Christ is foundational to a ChrisChris
tian’s
tian's view ooff reality. But it might.
AlMany Christians, most notably Al
vin Plantinga, champion a broad
theism that purports to defend
epistemological warrant with the
idea that a knowing God
God created
humans with the ability to know.
Although Plantinga's
Plantinga’s arguments
are indeed·
indeed helpful, I think they
are insufficiently Christo-centric.
It is the Apostle John who
of
provides the best articulation of
"Word
Truth as a Person, the “Word
himsel£ The
made Flesh,”
Flesh," Christ himself.
confrontamodern Westerner’s
Westerner's confronta
tion with Truth is typified by Pi
Pilate’s
late's own interrogation ooff
Jesus before his execution in
John 18:
saw.said
then!"
ki,ng,
are aare
377 "You“You
a king,
then!”
3
PiJ,ate.
Pilate.
Jesus
“You are right in
Jesus answered, "You
rea.for this
fact, for
saying
this rea
ki,ng, Infact,
am a king.
sf!)ling I am
son I was born, and.for
for this I came
came into

the world, to
to testify to
to the truth. Every
Everythe side
o f truth
to me. "”
truth listens to
sui.e ef
one on the
Pi,/,ate asked.
truth?" Pilate
38 "What
“ What is truth?”
What the idea ooff Truth as
the Word Made Flesh recovers is
not only our epistemological de
deo n Christ but also the
pendency ·on
prophetic, revolutionary nature
ooff the Christian prophet. This
confrontation ooff the State with
the Truth is perhaps the most
theostrikingly characteristic ooff theo
con
logically centered politics. In confronting the powers ooff the earth
with the Truth ooff Christ, the
Christian is able to prophetically
expose the lies that form the basis
ooff such powers.
And whether Stanley Fish or
Jacques Derrida, those who cru
crucify the Word and champion its
Death must be answered with the
resounding testimony of
o f all the
saints: "He
“ He is Risen; He is Risen
Indeed."
Indeed.”

The PCA: Right being white?
By M
atth ew GIWKIN
G il l ik in
MATTHEW
BY

I think aa $erloUS
serious tension exists within
the PCA
PCA betwJ;en
between our theology and socisoci
ology, a tension
that
must
be
attended
to
oo
tension
if our denominati.on
denomination is going to move in
any sort of
o f positive direction.The
PCA
direction. The PCA
stands as one of
o f the few theologically
con
theologicl1ly conservative Refunned
Reformed denominations in the
U.S., having split off
PCUSA
off from the PCUSA
twenty-five years ago due to strongly held
beliefs about -what
what constitutes orthod~
orthodoxy,
o f scripture. As
particularly the inerrancy of
Episco
the PCUSA, United Methodists, Episcopalians, and others have compromised
PCA has
their theological distinctives, the PCA
revolved to avoid the same fate. We
VVe do
con
our best to ensure that our beliefs are constantly checked against Scripture and the
Confession. In many ways our theological
fastidiousness is a source ooff great pride.
Sociologically, we are primarily a
bunch ooff middle and upper middle class,
well-educated suburbanites. If for some
reason you need to find a room full o f
white people, head to your local PCA
church; you will get what you’re looking
for. I ’ve attending at least thirty-five dif
ferent PCA churches in my days (occupa
tional hazard o f being a pastor’s kid), and

only one had
had significant cultural diversity;
diversity:
New City in Chattanooga. M
y
frustration
My
over this has only increased over the last
few years.
Our beliefs and demographies
suggest
demographics sugge~t
0Ul'
that on multiple levels the name oof'f the
game in the PCA is homogeneity. Now,
Now;
most of
o f us agree that theological
unifor
theologil::al uniformity is a good thing.
Remaining within
~ Remabdug
the Reformed tradition enables our dede
nomination to remain strong in the midst
mi<W..
o f often wishy-washy American C
Christian
~
of
ity.
And
when
prompted,
usually
agree
usually~
we
prompted~
-when
Arid
ii:y.
uniformity is not such ~
a
that sociological uniforrtµty
good thing. People from every tribe and
o f God,
nation make up the Kingdom of
and the PCA should do
do its best to mirror
diversity
this diversity.
This brings up an interesting question:
why do you attend a PCA
church? Is it
PCA church?theo
because you strongly agree with its theological stance? Because you have always
been in the PCA? Because it is full ooff likeminded people seeking to serve the Lord?
of
You may have answered yes to all of
these with good
good theological warrant for
doing so,
so. But coi.dd
could your affirmative
an
~ v e andoipg
swer to tbe
the last question have a subtle and
$Wel'.
sinister ~~
subtext?— “ I attd1d
attend a POA.
PCA chureb
church
smistcr
because it is full of
o f like-minded people
(who happen to look, talk,.
and
walk
like
~
~
~~t(>;loo~

an.a

affluent:
me, and who are in the same affiuent
socio-economic
socio-economic. group as me) seeking to
serve the Lord?''
Lord?” 1
don't know about you,
I don’t
o f the case for me.
but this is likely part of.
The
implications of
o f such an attitude may
The implicatiom
disheartening.
be quite disheattetling.
In the PCA
PCA we tend to think that when
ln
our practice is not right, the problem lies
not with our theology, but rather with our
finite ai:id
and sinful selves. That is a right didi
agnosis
s when someone is blatantly racist
~
commits adultery
adulter)’ or does not give to
or coniQUts
church. But
But it is not so clear to me
their dnm;h.
that our tendency to only hang out with
misapplica
people like ourselves is just a misapplica•
o f good
good theology. Maybe something
tion of
is wrong with our theology, especially if
if
folks who are not white and wealthy do
not find our teachings and practices terter
ribly appealing.
particuWhile I am not sure what particu
lar doctrines might cause this problem, I
is. prevalent among some
think a mindset is
in
in the PCA that may indicate how the ino f our theology and sociology is
tersection of
far less than seamless.
We
might call this mindset the "bun•
“ bun
We Q1igbt
ker mentalicy:,.
mentality.” It involves an attitude that
br
PCA is the last bastion of
o f ttue
true biblibibli
the PcA

cal Christianity, and that great care must
avoid theological aiippagt;.
slippage.
to a.void

be t.akeri
taken
bo

While others have been overtaken by the
influence ooff our decadent, post-whatever
culture, we will resist the temptation to
compromise to the interests ooff our times.
Theology is done from behind the safety
o f the Reformed tradition, and the only
only
of
offensive moves are to step out and snipe
at differing theological perspectives. This
o f suspicion
attitude involves a method of
· the
that finds theological justification in
examples ooff Jesus and Paul’s
efPaul's furious ef
o f impure docdoc
forts to cleanse the church of
trine.
This is where the tension lies. Our
theological exceptionalism may be a link
church
to our sociological regularity. The churchfilled
es with the theology we like are also :filled
o f people we like.
with the kind of
Though motivated by a real concern
that our denomination might become
theologically flaccid, I suspect that this
nay-saying tendency may constrain the
If
expansion ooff our sociological horizons. If
the PCA is going to expand outside the
move into
suburban ghetto, we need to m.ove
o f theological debate,
open plains of
the open
ready to give and take with those who do
not share either our theological or socio
sociowhat we
not what
logical identity. Maybe this is not
want, but for the sake of
o f the Kingdom it
may be what we need.
~be
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Golf
G o lf Team
Team Finishes
F in ish e s Up
Up
BY
By M
ax BELZ
B elz
MAX
His name’s
name's Schreiner, but he’s
he's
not wearing a fez and bending
down to pick up a crippled child.
H
e’s leading the men’s
He's
men's golf team
into the future.
"I
“ I tell people I don't
don’t want to be
be·
sophomore Jon WilkinWilkin
like him,”
him," sophomoreJon
son said. "I
him."
“ I want to be him.”
Under the direction of
o f their
new coach Tom Schreiner, the
Scots finished their second year
of
o f competition last Wednesday,
th
conplacing 11
11th
out of
o f 12 at the con
ference tournament in Richmond,
Kentucky. Last week's
week’s tourney acac
counts for the regional and conferconfer
ence tournaments because so few
schools have golf programs.
Five players from each team

compete and the worst score
head coach. Conrad recently
from each round of
o f 18 holes is }ccepted
accepted full-time work that kept
dropped, leaving four individual him from continuing to coach at
scores. Those scores are added
the same time. Schreiner was the
up over the 54 total holes of
o f golf
logical successor since he served
that span two days. Covenant's
Covenant’s
as Conrad's
Conrad’s assistant coach.
"I
“ I am excited about coachcoach
total score for three rounds was
965. Freshman Mike Dinwiddie ing golf at the collegiate level,"
level,”
o f Fort Meyers, Florida had the
of
Schreiner said. "This
“ This has been a
top individual score for the Scots,
dream of
o f mine for many years,"
years,”
stroking a 76. The second day of
of
Schreiner is an establised
competition started one hour late
Chatta
amateur golfer in the Chattabecause ooff rain.
nooga area. In 2003, Schreiner
Brescia University won the was named Player ooff the Year
tournament with 905 strokes.
by the Chattanooga Tournament
Before the last regular season
Players Series. In 2002, he was
tournament of
o f the year, CovCov
champion of
o f the Bear Trace InIn
direc
enant promoted Schreiner, direcvitational. Now he’s
he's applying his
o f auxiliary services, to sucsuc
tor of
knowlege to coaching.
ceed John Conrad as men’s
"He
men's golf
“ He [Schreiner] takes a more

SCOTTISH & FARFRAE

jjjiiiiiiiiiiii

iT IS H
rV E BEEN
KIDNAPPED!
THEY WANT

mental approach,"
approach,” Wilkinson
said. "Conrad
“ Conrad was more about
the swing;
mechanics."
swing, the mechanics.”
Schreiner played baseball and
golf for Tennessee Temple Uni
University from 1980 to 1984. He also
golfed under the tutelage of
o f Dave
PGA tour player
Ragan, a former .PGA
and Ryder Cup team member. He
will continue his job
of
job as director of
auxiliary services.
"With
“With Tom working on camcam
pus, it gives us a coach that can
invest a lot of
o f time in the lives of
of
our golfers, helping them grow
spiritually and excel academicalacademical
ly,"
ly,” athletic director Roy Heintz
said.
Roy Heintz contributed to this
report.

By Wesley Murrell
By
WHAT?!!! I T S OUR N E M E S E b |9
IR IS H AND W O LFE I S N ’T IT! jgj
O SE M O N STERS! THEY’LL B
T N O T H IN G FROM MEHHH J

$ 5 0 ;000.000i

I’M COMIN OVER! I'M GO
GONNA
I'M
A SAVE
YOl.J.BUYl)DY!!! I'LL BE
YOUBUYDDy!!!
8E THERE IN
LIKE FIVE MINUTES! YOU KEEP THEM
DISTRACTED AND I'LL COME AROUND
I'LL CLOSE OFF THEIR ESCAPE
BACK! fLL
ROUTES AND TAKE THEM BY SURPRISE
NIGHTFALL. YOU JUST
JU ST kEEP
KEEP THEIR
AT NIGHTFALL
ATTENTION
YOU. TALK T
A
mNTION ON YOU.
EM!

YOU'RE ON SPEAKER
PHONE

V gm gL d

ffc j

To my friend Pippi Powell who, though perhaps more skilled at my trades than I, acts as though she is inferior; to my amazing sidekick
Chris Perea, and to Adam Skrivan. Special thanks to Adam Belz and Adam Porcella. Special thanks on this final strip to Pippi Powell and
Allen Eskridge. - Wes

Good

Return
for

Ladies’
Tennis
B y M ax B elz
In one week, the women’s
tennis team has won three
times.
After starting the season
0-6, the Lady Scots won
tournaments at Maryville
College and Oxford o f Emory
over Easter Break. They won
at Snead State Community
College last Friday.
The Lady Scots end the
season 3-6. The first six games
were against schools with
established tennis programs.
These last three games were
against lesser opponents but
the Lady Scots were ready.
“We learned ways that
we could improve against
the better teams,” junior
Stephenie Plowden.
Team matches consist
o f three doubles matches
and six singles matches. The
Lady Scots beat Maryville
6-3, Oxford 6-3, and Snead
State 8-1. For the first two
tournaments, only five Lady
Scots competed while one
player had to attend to a family
emergency. Against Snead
State, all six ladies played.
“ It was cool that we
already had good players,”
Plowden said about the
formation o f the women’s
tennis team. Both Plowden
and sophomore Bekah Holden
played in the United States
Tennis Association before
they enrolled at Covenant.
Freshman Mallory Cowden
played tennis during high
school too.
“It’s hard when other
teams have scholarships,”
Plowden said. “While we’re
doing it for the love o f the
game.” Now that the Lady
Scots have served their one
year o f club team play, next
season will be competitive.

